Chapter 1 – Lesson 1 Study Guide

Name __________________

Parent Initial _____

Students should be able to do the following:


Locate the 7 continents and the 5 oceans on a world map.



Name the 4 Cardinal Directions and locate South Carolina on a map of the United States.



Locate the River Systems on a map of South Carolina and know the facts about each one.
1. Santee River
2. Savannah River
3. Pee Dee River
4. Edisto River



The Santee River System is the longest in South Carolina. It flows from the Blue Ridge
Mountains to the Atlantic Ocean.



The Edisto River System is the shortest; it doesn’t flow into another state.



The Savannah River is the border between South Carolina and Georgia.



The Pee Dee River flows from North Carolina, through the northeastern part of SC, into
the Atlantic Ocean.



All of the major lakes in South Carolina are man-made; they were made by damming
the large rivers.



Locate important places on a map of the Southeastern Atlantic Coast.

1. South Carolina
2. Atlantic Ocean
3. Georgia
4. North Carolina
5. Charleston
6. Columbia
7. Myrtle Beach
8. Greenville



Understand important vocabulary.

continent: any of the seven large continuous land masses that make up most of the dry land
on the surface of the Earth
globe: a 3-D, spherical representation of the Earth
map: a 2-D model showing information or giving directions of a particular place
grid an organizational system that divides a map into squares, making it easier to find things
on a map.
landform: a natural feature of Earth’s surface
equator: an imaginary line drawn dividing the Earth into northern and southern hemispheres
ocean: the largest bodies of salt water, these surround continents and cover more than twothirds of the Earth’s surface.
key: part of a map that is used to tell about what the pictures and symbols mean.
Earth: the planet we live on.
symbol: a picture or thing that represents or stands for something else.

compass rose: a tool that shows cardinal directions (North, South, East, West) to make
finding things easier.

